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      ODX assuming the 2m a week target has either been hit or is shortly to be, what is the plan for the rest of q2 ie will it still be 2m per week in May / June? Our focus remains on the 2m per week production capacity target and we’re not looking beyond that at this stage. - has he been given any idea on timescales from HMG on when they may inform Omega on what sovereign test they want them to manufacture We don’t – we are still waiting to be told which test they want us to produce as part of the contract. We are also limited in what we can disclose in any case and wouldn’t be permitted to openly discuss this until a test has been agreed. What exactly have we been manufacturing to-date, how many tests do we have stockpiled, have any been sold and how are we progressing with the ramp up to 2m tests per week? We just don’t provide that level of information to shareholders on individual product line manufacturing, when we are able to provide an update on test manufacturing we need to do that via RNS and not in email responses to investors I’m afraid. What threats if any do competitors like Innova pose when they set up to manufacture locally in the UK at Sharp Clinical in South Wales? The Prime Minster himself has spoken proudly of “an indigenous industry … not just to conduct lateral flow testing, but to make lateral flow test.” There is a clear advantage for a home-grown test, developed in Britain and manufactured by a British company in Britain. Have DHSC selected which test ODX will manufacture.Have purchase orders been received off the back of the £374million DHSC contract? Has production started? How many tests have been shipped to date, how many are forecast for April, May & June. No. We made it really clear when we announced this that we first needed to know which test we would produce. We are still waiting for confirmation of which tests have passed the evaluation process and can be manufactured in Alva under our contract. Production on those tests can’t start until that happens, and we won’t receive any orders or indication on volumes until that happens. Has TT happened for the MoLogic Test We announced last month that we had CE marking for the Mologic test. This means that the process of technology transfer has reached a stage where we are satisfied that we can reproduce the test to scale to the specifications laid out in the technical files submitted for CE marking – this is the most significant part of tech transfer in our view. The process is ongoing for sure but the next key milestone is going to be launch of this product under our VISITECT brand. Tech Transfer as a process isn’t relevant – having a product that we can manufacture, which is approved for sale, and available for customers to purchase is far more meaningful. When will Omega provide forecast earnings to the market to support shareholders’ investment & SP. We never provide forecasts. We will certain give details of any significant orders or contracts when volumes are known, but we don’t provide forecasts. Our broker finnCap will provides forecasts and their research is available online for this who register. finnCap have been clear that they will produce forecasts around COVID testing once a Government test has been confirmed and we have a clearer picture on purchase orders. Do Omega plan to distribute profits to shareholder, and what mechanism would they use? Let’s focussing on booking those in revenues and profits first! Does 2 million/week LFTS’s as quoted represent 100% capacity/utilisation of manufacturing equipment. If not what further capacity can be achieved? What capacity is being utilised weekly from the beginning of April? The 2m assumption was always based on us operating at full capacity on the equipment that would be available to us from our own resources and UK Government loan Are there any tests that ODX can manufacture that would provide indication of different variants of COVID? There is no requirement for mass testing via lateral flow test to differentiate between different variants. That is not what mass testing seeks to achieve. Of the 250 FTE Employees reported, are they all fully utilised? Are any on zero hours contracts? What flexibility/control does ODX have to manage its overheads if demand falls off? We have flexibility in our workforce and in particular with the new recruits that we are ramping up. Agency staffing arrangements allow us to match our staffing levels to utilization / demand. the Market hates uncertainty and that is something ODX shareholders have, in my view, had to endure for long enough. I would like to see more holding (not holdings!) RNSs. ‘We have reached a capacity of X per week while HMG confirms which test should be rolled out first’. Or something similar. I have taken this up with Paul McManus at Walbook who I like and respect. I have told him candidly the ‘big things are happening’ narrative followed by protracted periods of radio silence has / is denting investor confidence. As I mentioned earlier we have never provided that level of details to shareholders on individual product line manufacturing. However, as and when significant contracts are fulfilled or purchase orders received we will ensure that this is disclosed. In the case of the AbC-19 test that will depend on orders received by Abingdon Health on behalf of the UK-RTC and you will no doubt see announcements from them when that happens. In the case of the VISITECT antigen test we haven’t launched this yet so it’s premature to talk about sales and orders. As we mentioned we are in advanced commercial discussions with potential customers and as such conversations conclude we will make an announcement. Similarly when the UK Government confirm which test we are to make and place purchase orders we would need to disclose these as they would have a material impact on our expected performance. What volume of tests are being sold for each product line- People are saying this was a none answer as he didnt state which tests and in what quantity, I kind of agree with them. Obviously a really good answer would be 'Visitec@ 1million per week and the CD4@ 1 million per week or variations of the two. As above. What LFT capacity is fully commissioned effective today ? Updates on production capacity, utilisation and production volumes need to be provided by RNS and not in response to individual shareholder enquiries. What is the operational utilisation of the above capacity today ? As above. Are stores of unallocated and finished LFTs effective today increasing, decreasing or stable ? As above. Why do Omega nt know what actual test will be manufactured yet? Because the Government haven’t confirmed to us which test they want us to manufacture. We can’t comment on this process as we are not involved with it and it’s not our place to discuss what the UK Government is doing. Why’s the government taking so long to decide the test / what is the hold up?? (Why can’t Omega start manufacturing right now?) Who’s CK dealing with in the DHSC/ who does he work with who makes these decisions? That isn’t appropriate to disclose Just to confirm is mologic is the only antigen LFT odx have TT'd to CE mark level, is any other test being TTd like avactas? Yes, that is why it’s the only test we’ve announced. We are very open about what we do and if there was another test that we had licensed or if the Government confirms which test we are to produce we will disclose it. There are no secret behind the scenes manufacturing agreements. I'd like to know what tests we are actually selling at this point in time and how are sales going? As answered previously – we can’t disclose that information to individual shareholder enquiries and this isn’t typically information that we have ever disclosed in between our normal trading updates or financial results. If we receive any orders that will materially impact the future performance of the business we will make an announcement. My concern is that I estimate the staff costs to be in the region of £500,000 to £700,000 a month and although we were happy with the 5 million in the bank that was a few months ago now. [Are these staff costs assumption correct? If not say “I don’t recognise these cash assumptions as being accurate” We are happy with the management of our cost base and the investment we’ve made in scaling up our production capacity we made it clear that our year-end cash position would be c. £5.5m-£6m – that was only at the end of last month! What sectors are being targeted in regards to LFT sales LFT sales will be focussed around CD4 tests, the AbC-19 Rapid antibody test, the Mologic antigen test (to be launched under the VISITECT brand) and whichever COVID-19 antigen LFT the Government wants us to produce for them under contract. Clear roadmap of how they envisage the 2m per week will be utilised This is something we can look to provide in the future as and when it is clear what test we’ll be producing for the Government and what orders we receive as well as the demand for the other tests I listed above. Is the commercial launch of vistec still on for April ? We said in our 22 March statement that we expected commercial launch to be in April – nothing has changed so next week will be a good week! Has Scottish government shown any interest ? All UK supply is being co-ordinated jointly Do you still hold the same thoughts as the share buyers Q+A ? Absolutely nothing in our business model has changed. The opportunities we had in front of us last month are all still there now, and we look forward to delivering on them. Obviously, we are keen to get going on the Government contract as soon as we can, but timing isn’t in our control. I said before that BIG things are happening and nothing has changed – if shareholders think this all has to happen in April then that’s a very short term view and maybe they don’t want come along for the ride – that’s up to them! To me it’s clear we are on the cusp of a very material transformation of the business and we have said that even the Government contract along is expected to have a significant impact on the future performance of our business. Not everything is going to necessarily fall into place in one weeks’ time but I feel confident that BIG things await us. As I mentioned on the phone Craig – I can’t treat one group of investors differently to another and my Board have made it clear that I should be focussing on the operations and allow Walbrook PR to handle our investor enquiries. I speak or interact with the Walbrook team almost daily so they are very much up to speed on the business and where we are so they will be able to handle any questions that you or your fellow investors have and so I would ask your group to email any further enquiries to omega@walbrookpr.com. 
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